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SUMMARY This paper discusses research into the capacity
dimensioning of Virtual Private Network (VPN) access links for
elastic traffic, such as the Web or ftp. Assuming that the core-
VPN network is provisioned with a sufficiently large capacity,
managing the capacity of the VPN access link comes to shar-
ing the bandwidth for the elastic traffic of the two bottlenecks,
the ingress and egress access links. In the case of a single bot-
tleneck with a limited capacity for access links, the processor-
sharing model provides a simple formula for mean transfer time,
but here, the value may be less than the actual transfer time be-
cause multiple flow may compete the bandwidth of both ingress
and egress links. In contrast, max-min fair sharing provides an
accurate sharing model which is similar to the TCP, but it is
difficult to obtain a closed form for performance statistics. We
propose a closed form approximation for a max-min fair shar-
ing model, within a specific but realistic topology, through an
investigation into the difference between the max-min and the
processor sharing model. Using approximation, we calculate the
capacity dimensioning of VPN access links.
key words: VPN, hose model, max-min fair sharing

1. Introduction

Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) are widely used
because they provide secure connections between
customer-LANs at reasonable cost. The VPN service
model is divided into two categories: the customer pipe
model and the hose model [1].

The customer pipe model is an emulation of a
leased lines. Using this model, the customer needs to
prepare individual customer pipes for every pair of cus-
tomer LANs. Traffic from one LAN to other LANs
is separated among corresponding pipes. Traffic engi-
neering for this model is essentially the same as that
for leased lines. On the other hand, in the hose model,
the customer only needs to prepare an access link to
the VPN core network from each customer LAN, not
each pair of LANs∗. Traffic from the LAN to all other
LANs is aggregated into the link. From the customer’s
point of view, one of the advantages of the hose model
is its statistical multiplexing gain at the access link.

Duffield et al. evaluated the gain using the actual
traffic data of corporate network [1]. They allocated
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the capacity based on the peak rate, and stated that
the capacity could be reduced by 6.5% up to 72%. Lee
et al. also studied the gain by calculating the capacity
to meet given packet loss probability [4]. They used
a sample traffic matrix and showed the gain was from
16% to 42%. In our paper, we focus on flow level perfor-
mance, such as the mean transfer time for TCP traffic
in dimensioning access-link capacity. Because a large
portion of current traffic is TCP [3], it is adequate to
consider performance at the TCP flow level for capacity
dimensioning.

To evaluate the performance of TCP flow, we must
consider both the core network, provisioned by the
provider and the access network provisioned by the cus-
tomer. However, providers normally provision a core
network with sufficient capacity so that the network
cannot or rarely becomes a bottleneck [1], [5]. There-
fore, we can assume that the user can fully utilize the
capacity of their access links. Based on this assump-
tion, traffic engineering for the VPN access link be-
comes a bandwidth-sharing problem for elastic traffic
that goes through two bottlenecks: the ingress and
egress access links.

In this paper, we consider the case of a network
that consists of one central LAN and multiple branch
LANs (“star-topology”), which is the most typical net-
work topology for VPN of enterprises which consists
one central office and several branch offices, and where
elastic traffic is transferred between the central LAN
and branch LANs (Fig. 1). We can expect to obtain a
statistical multiplexing gain for the access link of the
central LAN, where many flows from/to other branch
LANs share the bandwidth.

Many papers have addressed TCP bandwidth shar-
ing issues using the processor sharing model [6], [9]–
[12]. In this model, flows share the bandwidth equally
and the throughput is equal to the capacity divided by
the number of competing flows. When a flow cannnot
utilize the capacity itself due to the rate-limited access
link, the throughput of a flow is determined by the min-

∗More precisely pipe model specifies the traffic/QoS re-
quirements for each pair of LANs and the hose model spec-
ifies the requirements for each LAN and core network. But,
in this paper, we have considered the minimum bandwidth
guarantee for QoS and identify the guranteed bandwidth as
the physical bandwidth for access links.
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Fig. 1 Hose model VPN.

imum of the equally-shared bandwidth of a bottleneck
link and the bandwidth of an access link. In this model,
the performance index such as mean transfer time can
be calculated using the capacity and utilization ratio
for a Poisson arrival case. It should be mentioned that
the indexes are independent of the file size distribution.

It seems that this model can be applied to our case,
because access links with limited capacity in the model
correspond to branch-LAN access links, and the bottle-
neck link where many flows compete for its bandwidth
corresponds to the central-LAN access link in our case.
However, because this model does not consider when
multiple flows compete with the access link of a branch
LAN, the mean transfer time for VPN access may be
underestimated when applied to our scenario.

In terms of multiple bottleneck links, there are
many papers that deal with TCP flows that share the
bandwidth of links with max-min fair sharing or pro-
portional sharing for general topology [15]–[18].

Most of these consider persistent flow i.e., the num-
ber of flows remain fixed, but some deal with a variable
number of flows expressed as a random variable [18],
[19], where max-min sharing is presumed. However, be-
cause the exact mean transfer time for max-min shar-
ing is difficult to derive, they propose approximations
of sharing. While these approximations can be applied
to general topology, both Chanda and Fayolle et al.’
results do not have sufficient accuracy for the capacity
dimensioning.

In this paper, we assume that TCP shares band-
width according to max-min fair sharing and we pro-
pose an accurate approximation of performance for star
topology by focusing on the difference between max-
min sharing and processor sharing with a narrow access
link. Using this approximation, we provide some exam-
ples of methods for the capacity dimensioning of VPN
access links to achieve various performance objectives.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
begin by describing conditions this paper concerned and
observing some bandwidth sharing models. We also
provide an approximation in Sect. 2. Section 3 eval-
uates the approximation in various network scenarios.

Finally, we provide methods for capacity dimensioning
of access links, using the approximation in Sect. 4.

2. Bandwidth Sharing for VPN Access Links

2.1 Bandwidth Sharing—Processor Sharing and Max-
Min Sharing

In this subsection, we compare two bandwidth sharing
policies: processor sharing with an access link of limited
capacity and max-min sharing.

Let us describe the conditions we have assumed in
this paper.

• A customer VPN consists of one central LAN,
whose access-link capacity is C [bps] and k branch
LANs, whose access-link capacity is r [bps]. (There
is a homogeneous environment among branch
LANs.) The capacity of LANs and the core net-
work are sufficiently large so that these networks
cannot become bottlenecked.

• Traffic type is TCP file transfer between the central
LAN and k branch LANs.

• Flow-arrival process is Poisson [22] with arrival
rate λ [1/s] for each branch-LAN (for central-LAN,
arrival rate is kλ).

• File size is exponentially distributed and its mean
is s [bits].

• Mean file size is sufficiently large so that we can ig-
nore slow-start effect, and flow achieves fair sharing
instantaneously.

• Window size is sufficiently large so that a flow can
utilize access-link capacity when there are no other
flows within the link.

• The performance criterion is the mean transfer
time.

We also prepared notations of utilization for the
central-LAN access link that are ρC := kλs/C and that
for branch-LANs as ρr := λs/r. Using these notations,
multiplex gain for central-LAN access links can be eval-
uated with (kr − C)/C.

According to the processor sharing model with lim-
ited capacity, r [bps], available bandwidth for a flow
is determined depending on the number of compet-
ing flows in a central-LAN access link, and equals
min(C/n, r), where n is the number of flows in the
central-LAN access link at a point of time. Then, the
mean transfer time under the processor sharing policy,
TPS, is calculated for general distributed file size [12] as

TPS(C, ρr)

= s

[
1
r

+
E2,R(kρr)
(1 − ρC)C

{
1 − (1 − ρC)

(
C

r
− R

)}]
,

(1)

where R = �C
r � and E2,R(kρr) is Erlang’s C formula

[20], which can be written as:
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However, this result cannot be directly applied to
our case. This is because when multiple flows share an
access link of a branch-LAN, a flow cannot utilize the
full bandwidth of the access-link as flows compete for
the bandwidth, and the available bandwidth is smaller
than min(C/n, r).

On the other hand, according to the max-min
model, multiple flows in a branch-LAN access link are
considered. In the model, the available bandwidth for
a flow in i-th branch-LAN bi(N) is determined not only
by n, but also by state vector N = {ni}k

i=1 whose ele-
ment ni is the number of flows for the i-th branch-LAN
access link as follows [21]. First, without loss of gener-
ality, suppose that the index is descendingly ordered by
ni, i.e., ni ≥ ni+1. Let g =

∑k
i=1 1{ni>0} (number of

branch-LANs that has at least one flow to central-LAN)
and n0 = 0.

Step 1: Let i = 1.
Step 2: If

r

ni
≤ C − (i − 1)r

n − ∑i−1
j=0 nj

. (3)

then go to Step 3. Otherwise for flows in branch
LANs i, i + 1, . . . g, the available bandwidth is lim-
ited by the capacity of the central-LAN access-link,
and

bl(N) =
C − (i − 1)r

n − ∑i−1
j=0 nj

, l = i, . . . , g. (4)

Stop the procedure.
Step 3: Access link for branch i is bottlenecked and

bi(N) = r/ni. Set i ← i + 1 and return to Step 2.

To see which sharing policy represents the TCP
bandwidth sharing mechanism, we compared the per-
formance obtained by the processor sharing model us-
ing (1), the max-min model and ns simulation [23] as a
reference for TCP performance. Because it is difficult
to obtain a closed form for performance statistics for
the max-min model, we ran simulations of the Markov
process for N including 100,000 transissions where
the departure rate-vector is given as {nibi(N)/s}k

i=1.
Through the simulations, we obtained a mean of n from
which we calculated the mean transfer time using Lit-
tle’s Law [20]. The parameter set used here is listed in
Table 1.

For ns simulations, we set the propagation delay
for an access link to 10 ms, with a maximum window
size of 20 kbytes, and the number of terminals in a
branch LAN to 100. The core network was represented
by a single node. We set the buffer size of every router

Table 1 Evaluation conditions.

k (number of branch-LANs) 10
r (bandwidth branch-LAN link) 1.5 Mbps
s (mean file size) 1 Mbyte
ρr (utlization ratio for branch-LAN) 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8

Fig. 2 Distribution of number of flows for ρr = 0.4 and C =
7.5 [Mbps].

Fig. 3 Mean transfer time for ρr = 0.2.

to 10,000 packets so that we could consider that routers
had infinitely large buffers.

We used TCP Tahoe for the simulation†. We ran
five simulations each lasting 36, 000-s and derived aver-
age and 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of n when the uti-
lization ratio ρr is 0.4 and C = 7.5 Mbps. We found
that while the max-min sharing model and TCP agree
in the distribution, the processor-sharing model has a
mass probability with lower n than TCP.

†The mean transfer time with TCP Tahoe may be larger
than those with TCP Reno or TCP SACK particularly when
packet loss occurs [24], [25]. And the max-min model gives
the minimum mean file transfer time because it assumes
that a flow can fully utilize the available bandwidth. In
our case, as will be seen later (espesially in Sect. 3.4 where
packet loss occurs), the mean file transfer time with TCP
Tahoe is roughly as same as those with the max-min model.
Thus the mean file transfer time with TCP Reno or SACK
is also expected to be approximately same as those with the
max-min model.
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Fig. 4 Mean transfer time for ρr = 0.4.

Fig. 5 Mean transfer time for ρr = 0.6.

Fig. 6 Mean transfer time for ρr = 0.8.

Figures 3–6 have the mean transfer time for
TCP (TTCP(C, ρr)), the processor-sharing model
(TPS(C, ρr)), and the max-min model (TMM(C, ρr))
with respect to the capacity of central-LAN access
links. From these figures, we can see that when ρr is
high and C is large, there is considerable discrepancy
between TPS and TTCP.

In contrast, with the max-min sharing model, both
the distribution of the number of flows and the mean
transfer time are very similar to TCP results.

Thus, we can consider the performance obtained
through the max-min model as the actual performance

in our scenario where a TCP flow fairly shares the band-
width among other competing flows. This is the condi-
tion that RTT is small and mean file size are sufficiently
large.

In general, however, the max-min sharing model is
not tractable to obtain a closed form of the stationary
distribution for the number of flows or mean transfer
time [7], [18], [19]. In the next subsection, we propose
an approximation for the mean transfer time using TPS.

2.2 Approximation of Mean Transfer Time

To derive an approximation of TMM using TPS, let us
first describe the difference between TMM and TPS for
several special cases.

(A) In general, when C = r, the access links of branch
LANs cannot be bottlenecked, and the access link
of the central LAN is the only single bottleneck for
the network. Thus, the performance of the max-
min model is the same as that of the processor-
sharing model because it assumes equal bandwidth
sharing among flows for a single-bottleneck case.
When ρC 
 1 (C 
 krρr) and ρr < 1, both per-
formance outcomes also agree because

bi(N) → C/n, as ρC → 1. (5)

(B) When C = kr, then in the max-min model, the
central-LAN access link is no longer bottlenecked,
and TMM(kr, ρr) = TMM(∞, ρr).

(C) When C = ∞, then available bandwidth for the
processor-sharing model min(C/n, r) = r, thus the
model derives s/r as a mean transfer time. On
the other hand, the available bandwidth through
the max-min sharing model is r/ni. By applying
processor sharing for each access link for branch
LAN independently, we derive the mean transfer
time as s

r(1−ρr) [7]. Thus, TMM(∞, ρr) is 1/(1−ρr)
times larger than TPS(∞, ρr).

To explore TMM in general cases, we defined the
compensation formula F (C, ρr) := TMM(C,ρr)

TPS(C,ρr) and plot

1
1 − ρr

− F (C, ρr) (6)

for several ρr against C semi-logarithmically (Fig. 7).
From the above condition (C), we expected that

(6) would approach to 0 as C increases. In addition,
from Fig. 7, we observed that (6) decayed exponentially
as C increased for every ρr. Thus, we expected that
F (C, ρr) can be written as

F (C, ρr) ≈ 1
1 − ρr

− α exp(−βC). (7)

Then parameters α and β can be calculated using con-
ditions (A) and (B). Here, we calculated α and β when
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Fig. 7 Plot of 1
1−ρ

− F (C, ρr).

kρr > 1 (C = r means ρC > 1). Then from condition
(A), we derive

α exp(−βkρrr) = 1. (8)

From condition (B), we derive

α exp(−βkr) =
s

r

1 − ρr

TPS(kr, ρr)
. (9)

Therefore, we have an approximation F ′(C, ρr) of
F (C, ρr) as follows:

F ′(C, ρr) :=
1

1 − ρr
− ρr

1 − ρr


1 − s/r

TPS(kr,ρr)

ρr




C/kr−ρr
1−ρr

.

(10)

Thus, the approximated mean transfer time TAPX is
given using TPS, which can be given in closed form, as

TAPX(C, ρr) := TPS(C, ρr)F ′(C, ρr). (11)

3. Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluated the approximation (11) for
various environments. The reference transfer time for
TCP was obtained through ns-simulations as well.

3.1 Conditions in Sect. 2

We first evaluated the conditions used in Sect. 2. We
plotted the mean transfer time obtained with (11) for
the situations used in Sect. 2 (Fig. 8). As a natural
expectation from the results of Fig. 7, it can be found
that the (11) approximates TCP performance well, even
when utilization is high.

3.2 Pareto Distributed File Size

We also evaluated our approximation with a Pareto dis-
tributed file size. Because the processor-sharing model,
which our approximation agrees with in extreme cases,

Fig. 8 Approximated mean transfer time.

Fig. 9 Mean transfer time for Pareto distributed file size.

proved to be insensitive to the distribution of file size
[26], we expected that our approximation would also
be insensitive. Figure 9 shows the mean transfer time
for Pareto distribution and our approximation for the
shape parameter 1.5. Though the fit is not as good as
those for the exponential case, it can be said that (11)
can also approximate performance for Pareto distribu-
tion. The deviation of TTCP from TAPX was considered
to mainly derive from the large variation in file transfer
time due to heavy tail distribution of file size.

3.3 Small File Size

We changed the mean file size from 1,000 KB to 50 KB
to access the effect of TCP’s initial slow start on mean
transfer time Figures 10–13 have the mean transfer time
for the hose model, the approximation of time for the
hose model, and the time for the pipe model. We can
see that there are non-negligible differences between
actual transfer time and approximated transfer time.
Several papers [13], [14], [27] pointed out this difference
for the processor sharing model and proposed ways to
compensate for this difference. For example, Ozawa
proposed adding delay for slow-start phase to the trans-
fer time calculated with PS model in [13].

Thus, if we use the approximation formula (11) to
calculate the exact mean transfer time for small files, we
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Fig. 10 Mean transfer time for 50 KB average file size (ρr =
0.2).

Fig. 11 Mean transfer time for 50 KB average file size (ρr =
0.4).

Fig. 12 Mean transfer time for 50 KB average file size (ρr =
0.6).

should introduce this compensation into our formula.
Note that the mean transfer time for the pipe

model also increased due to the slow start effect
(without slow start, the transfer time should equal
TAPX(15, ρr)). Thus, even for small files, the approxi-
mation formula (11) may suffice for the capacity dimen-
sioning method where a capacity for the hose model is
calculated to achieve the same mean transfer time as
that for the pipe model. Section 4 presents the re-
sults obtained from simulating capacity dimensioning

Fig. 13 Mean transfer time for 50 KB average file size (ρr =
0.8).

Fig. 14 Relative error of the approximation for various mean
file size when C is fixed to 15 [Mbps].

for small files.
We also investigate the relative error of our ap-

proximation for various mean flow sizes (Fig. 14). We
set capacity of central LAN access link (C) as 15 Mbps,
where the slow start effects are largest as can be seen
from Figs. 10–13 (For C larger than 15 Mbps, the mean
transfer time will be the same as 15 Mbps case). From
the figure, we can see that slow-start effect is negligble
when mean file size is larger than 500 KB.

3.4 Small Buffer Size

So far, we have evaluated for the buffer size of 10,000
packet case, where no packet loss occured. Here, we
changed the buffer size to 50 packet and ran simula-
tions to see the effect of packet losses (Fig. 15). We can
see that in the case for narrow capacity of central-LAN
access links, actual TCP transfer time was longer than
the approximated transfer time (TAPX), which was cal-
culated using nominal utilization ratio (utilization ratio
calculated with the input parameter of the simulations).
Followings can be considered as the reasons of this in-
crease:

• due to the slow start after packet losses, the band-
width may not fully utilized
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Fig. 15 Mean transfer time for 50 packet buffer.

• actual utilization ratio may increase due to the re-
transmisions after packet losses.

To eliminate the latter effect, we also calculate approxi-
mated mean transfer time using acutal utilizatoin ratio
(TAPX(actual)). We can see that TCP transfer time
can fairly be approximated by using the actual utiliza-
tion ratio, which can be obtaind through easy traffic
measurement.

3.5 Heterogenous Access Links

Until now, we have only evaluated our approximation
formula (11) in a homogenous access environment. In
this subsection, we test this formula in a heterogenous
access environment. We derive the approximation for-
mula on the basis of two processor sharing models for
extreme cases, the M/G/1/PS for C = kr case and the
M/G/R/PS for C 
 krρr case. The mean transfer time
for the M/G/1/PS model is calculated independently
for each access link, thus heterogenity does not mat-
ter. However, the M/G/R/PS model, where multiple
flows share the bandwidth of central-LAN access links,
has not yet been completely extended to heterogenous
access links, to the best of our knowledge. Lindberger
suggested that by using the average capacity of access
links weighted by its utilization ratio in place of r in (1),
the mean transfer time could be roughly approximated
[28], [29]. However, the number of different access links
is limited to two types in deriviating the approxima-
tion. Thus, our formula cannot be directly extended to
a heterogenous environment due to the lack of a basic
model. Let us now discuss how the heterogenity affects
mean transfer time.

Figure 16 has the mean transfer time for multi-
ple access capacity, one 3 Mbps, two 2.25 Mbps, three
1.5 Mbps and four 0.75 Mbps links (1.5 Mbps on aver-
age) and its approximation assuming the bandwidth
of all access links is 1.5 Mbps (mean transfer times for
the simulation results and approximation will be the
same for C = kr). As expected, there is a difference
between TAPX and TTCP for C 
 krρr. However, ex-
cept for this extreme case, our approximation, assuming

Fig. 16 Mean transfer time for multiple access capacity.

homogenous access links, can predict the actual mean
transfer time fairly well and can be applied to this net-
work environment.

4. Capacity Dimensioning

This section presents two example methods for capacity
dimensioning of VPN access links using the approxima-
tion given in Sect. 2.

We first fix the capacity for a branch LAN, and
calculate the required capacity of the access to the cen-
tral LAN to achieve the target mean transfer time. The
target was set as γ (> 1) times the quantity of the mean
transfer time obtained from the pipe model where the
capacity of the pipe was configured the same as for the
branch LAN access link. Note that the mean transfer
time for γ = 1 cannot be achieved if the capacity of the
branch LAN is the same as the pipe model and C < kr.
This capacity is given using (11) as follows:

Cr := min
{

C
∣∣∣ TAPX(C, ρr) ≤ γs

r(1 − ρr)

}
(12)

We calculated Cr for γ = 1.1 and ρr = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
and 0.8 for the same environment in Sect. 2. Figure 17
shows the results. We also calculate the required ca-
pacity using TTCP. We found that using our approx-
imation, the required capacity could be calculated ac-
curately and multiplexing gain kr/Cr was large when
the utilization of branch LAN, ρr, was low.

As another example, we set γ = 1 and increased
the capacity for branch LANs, r. Then, given the ca-
pacity for branch LANs, we determined the required
capacity for the central LAN, Cr.

In this example, as r increases, the Cr to achieve
the same mean transfer time for the pipe model de-
creases, and the degree-of-freedom increases.

Thus, to determine capacities, we intoduce a
cost function P (·) of capacity, which is, for example,
monthly fee for the access link determined by its ca-
pacity.

Then, we seek the capacity of the branch LAN that
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Fig. 17 Required capacity to achieve the objective
performance.

Fig. 18 Total required capacity (kr + Cr) for hose model.

would minimize the total cost as

r∗ = argmin
r

kP (r) + P (Cr). (13)

When the cost function P is linear and non-decreasing
[30], then (13) is equivalent to

r∗ = argmin
r

kr + Cr (14)

Figure 18 show the total required capacity (=
kr + Cr) changing the capacity of branch-LAN access
links. We see that the total required capacity take its
minimum for r at about 1.6 Mbps.

Thus, by increasing the bandwidth of branch-LAN
access links by about 5%, we can decrease the total
required bandwidth, for example, by about 26% when
ρr = 0.2. We observed that the total required capacity
was small for a low utilization ratio, and increased as
the utilization ratio increased, the same as for Fig. 17.
Of course these values depend on the condition such as
the number of branch LAN. However, we can numeri-
cally evaluate the relationship between the increase of
branch-LAN access links and the decrease of the total
required bandwidth using our method.

From Table 2, we can also see that r∗, optimal
capacity for branch LAN access links, take its minimum
at ρr = 0.4. However, because we have not yet derived
a formulae that derives r∗ as a closed form, we cannnot

Table 2 Simulation results for r∗ and Cr∗ .

ρr 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

r∗ (Mbps) 1.58 1.67 1.58 1.55
C∗

r (Mbps) 6.27 8.75 11.00 13.01
kr∗ + Cr∗ (Mbps) 22.0 25.4 26.8 28.5

r∗ (with PS) (Mbps) 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50
C∗

r (with PS) (Mbps) 5.04 7.34 9.79 12.3
kr + C∗

r (with PS) (Mbps) 20.0 22.3 24.8 27.3

TPipe (50 KB) (s) 0.495 0.608 0.833 1.50

TMin (50 KB) (s) 0.496 0.601 0.826 1.54
TMin (50 KB) (with PS) (s) 0.55 0.76 1.20 3.28
TAPX (50 KB) (s) 0.333 0.444 0.667 1.33

TPipe (1,000 KB) (s) 6.61 8.96 12.9 26.5
TMin (1,000 KB) (s) 6.60 8.64 12.9 25.5
TMin (1,000 KB) (with PS) (s) 7.79 11.6 18.8 40.4
TAPX (1,000 KB) (s) 6.67 8.89 13.3 26.7

tell directly how r∗ changes as a function of ρr.
To prove the effectiveness of the dimensioning

method, we ran simulations for the hose model where
the bandwidth of branch-LAN and central LAN ac-
cess links were r∗ and Cr∗ , and for the pipe model
where pipe bandwidth is 1.5 Mbps. Two mean file sizes,
1, 000 KB and 50 KB, were evaluated. The other simu-
lation conditions were the same as in Sect. 2. We com-
pared the mean transfer time obtaind through the hose
with r∗ and Cr∗ simulation results (which are denoted
as TMin), pipe simulation results (which are denoted as
TPipe), and those calculated the approximation formu-
lae for C = kr case (TAPX). Note that TAPX should
be equal to those for the pipe model if TCP strictly
achives max-min sharing (without slowstart). Table 2
shows the results. We can see that the mean transfer
time for the dimensioning method was almost the same
as that for the pipe model. It should be mentioned that
while TMin was larger than TAPX for a 50-KB file size,
the above equation still held, as indicated in Sect. 3.

We also calculate r∗ and C∗ using PS model and
evaluate the mean transfer time through simulations
using these bandwidth. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 2 with the notation “(with PS).” As is expected
from Figs. 3–6, calculated bandwidthes with PS model
are smaller than those with the proposed approxima-
tion formulae. As a result, the mean transfer time in-
creases, especially when high utilization ratio.

5. Conclusion

We considered capacity dimensioning for VPN access
links for elastic traffic with star topology. We confirmed
that the simple processor sharing model could not be
applied to our case, and the max-min sharing model
was able to predict TCP performance. Because the ex-
act calculation of performance is difficult, we proposed
a closed form approximation of max-min fair sharing.
The approximation was derived by considering the dif-
ference between processor sharing and max-min sharing
models. We discussed two methods of dimensioning us-
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ing the approximation.
Our work currently focus on only TCP traffic. Cur-

rent traffic includes both TCP and UDP traffic. In
that case, our method cannot be applied diretly to ca-
pacity dimensioning. And modification of our method
to those case remains for further study. However, a
rough estimate of required capacity can be calculated
by adding capacity for UDP traffic to that calculated by
our method, because UDP does not have any conges-
tion control mechanism and its traffic tends to utilize
bandwidth as possible.
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